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Abstract: 
Precision agriculture and quality one have gained 

attentions in modern research of agriculture due to the 
importance of crops to human being [19-23]. Owing to the fact 
that there are many uncertain factors for crop systems [24], 
the research of crops in greenhouses plays a role in this regard 
and evolution algorithms are paid attention to, see e.g. [25]. 
This paper aims at introducing a new model with respect to 
species compete-die out algorithms (SCD) for evolutionary 
computation. It can be used to release the limitation of 
evolutionary computation of premature convergence so as to 
optimize the parameters of the dry matter production and 
distribution simulation models of cucumber in glasshouse. The 
testing results based on the present model are compared to 
that based on the simple evolutionary algorithms under the 
same situations, exhibiting that it has advantages in stability 
and astringency. 
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1. Introduction 

Control issue is tough in greenhouse due to its nature 
in non-linearity and multi-variables [1,2]. Methods to deal 
with optimal control problems are rich, such as gradient 
method [3], simulated annealing [4,5], and so on [6,16,17]. 
These methods have heuristic qualities and exhibit 
respective advantages but they might be not enough to 
solve the hard problem of optimal control in greenhouse 
[5].  

Conventionally, evolutionary algorithms (EA) or 
genetic algorithms (GA) are used for solving this problem 
because of their two remarkable qualities: implicit 
parallelism and global search [7-12]. Nevertheless, EA or 
GA has an inherent limitation in that it is relatively easy for 
the solutions to fall into premature convergence 

[5,13,14,18]. In fact, the basic cause of such premature of 
EA or GA comes from the explicit fact that selection 
pressure makes high fitness individuals reproduce quickly 
and thus supplant low-fitness individuals, some of which 
may be more promising, but not yet fully exploited [13,14]. 
For this reason, we propose a species compete-die out 
(SCD) algorithm model for evolutionary computation. 

The present model applies clustering bases on niching 
method [15] and simulates the phenomena in nature and 
society: the social and history continually advance forward 
with the force of combination of independent evolution in 
every species and overall competition among all species. 
Furthermore, in order to improve the performance of local 
search and accelerate convergence efficiency, the SCD 
model adaptively adjusts fitness function and mutation step 
in the process of search. Our experiments regarding SCD 
truly reach global solutions, exhibiting that SCD is 
apparently superior to simple EA in stability and 
astringency. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the research background, including the growth 
models of cucumber in greenhouse. Section 3 elaborates 
our model designed to optimize the parameters in the 
growth models. Section 4 evaluates the present model by 
comparing the result we got with that of simple EA. 
Conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2. Research background 

2.1. The growth models of cucumber in greenhouse 

The daily growth speed of cucumber can be calculated 
by 
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where Wlv, Wst, Wrt, and Wso are corre sponding weighs of 
biomass of leaf, stem, root and storage organ, respectively,  
Q10 is the temperature coefficient of respiration, Tav is the 
daily average temperature, To is the standard temperature 
25o, α is the content number of mineral and other element 
in plant (in this work, it equals to 5%), RM(T0) is the ratio 
of maintain respiration when the temperature is 25o and can 
be calculated by 

WmcWmcWmcWmcTRM sortrtststlvlvo ×+×+×+×=)(   (2) 
where mclv, mcst, mcrt and mcso are maintain respiration 
coefficients of leaf, stem, root and storage organ, 
respectively, DTGA is the daily total photosynthetic rate of 
the whole canopy and can be counted by  
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where DL is the day length, LA I is the leaf area index of 
canopy, WGUSS[i] and WGUSS[j] are the Gauss 
weighted coefficients, P[i][j] is the photosynthetic rate of a 
single leaf and can be described by 

)]/]][[(1[]][[ , AMAXjiIEFFEXPAMAXjiP al×−−×=    
(4) 

where AMAX is the photosynthetic rate when the intensity 
of light is saturated and equals to 44, EFF is the original 
using efficiency of absorbed light and equals to 0.015, 
Il,a[i][j] is the instantaneous PAR and can be described as 
follow 
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where 
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where Io[i] is the instantaneous PAR on top of coronal, ][iρ  
is the reflectivity of canopy, k is the extinction coefficient of 
canopy and is equal to 0.7, DIS[i] is the Gauss distance, LAI 
is the leaf area index, Q is the daily total solar radiation, 
DSINBE is the efficient proof of the angle when it is 
relatively small, σ is the diffusion coefficient of the visible 
light of a single leaf and equals to 0.2, SINB[i] is the sine 
function of solar height angle and is equal to 
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where DL is the day length, DIS[i] is the Gauss distance. 

2.2. Experimental introduction 

In our experiments the object function is described 
shortly by  where X is the vector of 

independent variable:   is 

the parameter vector:  
Each parameter in this vector is coded by floating number 
to represent a bit of the chromosome. Thus the original 
fitness function can be calculated by: 
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where n is the total number of independent variable.  

3.   The spices compete-die out algorithms model 

3.1.  Evolutionary phenomena in nature and society 

At the very beginning of evolution our ancestors all 
lived within their tribes and the competition and evolution 
was taken place only in the inner, so every tribe can 
develop independently. The result was the development 
between tribes was rather uneven. In order to take the limit 
resources in nature, the strong spices used to commit 
aggression against the weak. Then some tribes generally 
died out, some were assimilated, some were getting more 
and more stronger, which made the whole human history 
advancing continually. Also, animals have the same history 
as human being.  

It is rather important for the ancient men to be left in 
an unattached space to develop themselves before attending 
the competition of the whole society. Once they have no 
opportunity to grow fully, some of which, whose fitness are 
usually lower, will die out easily. In this case, the nature 
will lose many categories of genotype and the diversity 
cannot be maintained availably. So in our new model the 
thought of niche is used to protect all kinds of genotype of 
individuals. 

3.2.   The spices compete-die out algorithms model 

Inspired by the evolutionary phenomena and the 
hierarchical fair competitions in nature and society, we 
propose the spices compete-die out algorithms model (SCD) 
for evolutionary algorithms. Simple evolutionary 
algorithms (sEA) usually result in premature convergence 
or just arriving local optimal solution. The main reason is 
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that the selection pressure often makes the high-fitness 
individuals reproduce largely and then result to a high 
proportion of individuals with similar genes. But they are 
not surely the best in the whole space of the search.  

So in our model, before the start of evolution all 
individuals are divided into some species according to the 
fitness of the first generation individuals. At the first several 
generations, evolutions only take place in the inner of 
species, not between the species, which can provide every 
individual some opportunity to develop fully without outer 
disturbance. After several generations of inner evolutions, 
competitions between different species begin, which results 
in to the final evolution and development of the whole 
species. The structure of our model is showed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Structure of the SCD model 

 
It is important for individuals to evolve independently 

in the inner species at the start of evolution because 
unattached development can ensure excellent genotypes in 
different levels of fitness can develop well and be inherited 
fully. In this case the apparent low-fitness but maybe 
promising individuals can be protected effectively and thus 
the diversity of revolution can be maintained. Once the 
unlimited expand of some good genotypes at the beginning 
can be greatly avoided, so can the premature convergence. 

The method of classification is inspired by the 
phenomenon of hierarchical fair competition often seen in 
societal and biological systems. According to the original 
fitness, all individuals are divided into a number of species 
to have unattached development. The individuals having 
close fitness values are divided into the same class. Such a 
kind of hierarchical fair competition can effectively protect 
individuals with different level of fitness in one population 
and maintain the diversity of genotype. 

Chromosome structure of individual Vi in SCD is 
described as follows  

(1) (1)
maxmin[ ,  ]U U  …… [ ,  

(2) (2)
maxmin[ ,  ]U U ( ) ( )

maxmin  ]n nU U

1iσ  2iσ  …… inσ  

where ijσ  represents the jth bit of chromosome of 
individual Vi, n is the dimension of Vi, [Umin, Umax] is the 
range of value of .ijσ  We employ floating code in SCD to 
take advantage of direct representation of genotype of 
chromosome and avoiding Hamming distance. In addition, 
in the use of floating code we can make use of fine-tuning 
to effectively improve the local search of optimization. 

The choice of selection strategy of evolutionary 
algorithms is rather important. In the new model we employ 
two different strategies. When evolution happened in inner 
species, we choose the ranking selection, which can gives 
more selective pressure towards the optimum when the 
fitness of the population are similar. When individuals of 
every species all take part in the competition and evolution, 
we choose the conservation of some best strategy and the µ 
+ λ selection strategy. The combination of the two 
strategies can avoid being destroyed by the operator of 
crossover and mutation and thus can save the excellent 
genotype to maintain the diversity through out the whole 
finding of the solution.  

In order to improve the performance of SCD, we 
modify the original fitness function to indirectly adjust the 
selection pressure 
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where kΓ  represents the kth species, Vi is an individual in 
,kΓ  Vj represents the other individuals in ,kΓ  n denotes 

then dimension of vector Vi, Di is the density function of Vi, 
α  is the radius. It can be concluded that the bigger Di is, 
the more individuals there are in the range of α. In this case 
because the chromosome of the nearby individuals is rather 
similar with individuals Vi, the fitness of Vi then should be 
reduced correspondingly. By this way we can not only 
protect the diversity of chromosome in the process of 
search but also accelerate the speed of constringency. 

In SCD model, we put forward the adjustment of the 
mutation step called local fine-tuning. In order to save the 
excellent genotype locating in the promising area or next to 
the global solution, we reduce the mutation step when 
searching in the promising area to improve the final global 
solution. The method is as follows 
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where ikσ represent the kth mutating loca of the individual 

Vi,  is the range of ( )
min[ ,k ( )

max kU U ] ,ikσ   

 r is a stochastic numeral between zero and 
one, λ is a parameter between two and five, F(V

( )
min ,k

ika Uσ= −

,ikU σ)(
max

k −b =
i) is the 

fitness of Vi and Fmax is the maximal fitness. 

4.  Validation and analysis  

We used SCD model and sEA respectively on the 
growth models of cucumber in greenhouse to optimize the 
five parameters: σ, K[i], AMAX and EFF, Q10. The 
experiment results are listed in Table 1. In this table, mean 
denotes the average value of corresponding parameter in 
our experiments. The maximum generation of SCD and 
sEA in our test is 200 generations.  

From the above table, we can see that the SCD is 
superior to sEA in stability because the final standard 

variance of each parameter in SCD is far less than that of 
sEA. In our tests when sEA evolved at the fortieth 
generation, the fitness couldn’t, in fact, be improved, which 
indicated that the arithmetic was in stagnation and probably 
in premature convergence of local optimum. On the other 
hand, the spending time of simple EA was about fifty-eight 
seconds, while SCD about two hundred and ten seconds, 
which could be explained by the fact that SCD has 
introduced some complex operators such as the 
classification according to the fitness and the local 
fine-tuning. Actually the SCD model has better 
convergence efficiency and stability on the cost of more 
time spending. The convergence of SCD is showed as 
Figure 2 and sEA as Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2. Convergence of sEA in the first experiment 

 
Figure 3. Convergence of SCD in the first experiment 

5.   Conclusions 

We have explained our SCD model and applied it to 
optimize some parameters of the growth model of cucumber. 
Validation of the present model has been demonstrated by 
comparison with simple EA. The results exhibit that it has 
considerable advantages in stability and convergence to 
resolve optimal problem in greenhouse. 
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Table 1. Experimental results 
SCD sEC 

Parameter Theoretic value 
Mean Variance Mean Variance 

σ 0.2 0.2003874 0.0013998 0.2166730 0.0492665 
K 0.7 0.6999238 0.0014915 0.6490705 0.1522802 

AMAX 44 43.839866 0.0612765 40.325800 6.5379088 

EFF 0.015 0.0149999 0.0000144 0.0154443 0.0016266 

Q10 1.4 1.3986007 0.0089206 1.3604547 0.1191753 
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